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Furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent in Gracia

This furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent in Gracia is a place for everyone who looks
for a homey atmosphere and looking for a place to stay just in a heart of Barcelona. This
amazing spot offers you an incredible localisation, as well as a warm, pleasant place to
live.

It is 80 m2 space which will charm you with its adorable and comfy design. The main room
offers you a combination of a living & dining room with semi-opened kitchen.

This space was set in joyful yellow walls, which makes the place very bright and cheerful.
The hardwood flooring brings up warmness and comfort to the room. Here you may relax
on two, beautiful coloured red sofas. The vintage wooden coffee table will provide you with
a place to put your drinks, books and laptop, and smart TV will offer you an experiment
during even after the most tiring day.

The dining area next to living part will assure to stay close to your friends in the same
room. Here you will find a big glass table with play space, which is great if you willing to
have guests over.

From this space, you may access a balcony, where you can enjoy a sunny weather of
Barcelona or just observe the local city street live.

The kitchen is designed in very smart and simple way, which makes it very easy to clean
and to use. It is fully equipped – you will be able to sue there a refrigerator, an oven, a
stove, a hob and a microwave. It is separated from rest of room with a glass wooden
partition wall, which prevents all the smells to transfer into entire space.

This apartment offers you two bedrooms, both set in yellow walls, which is a colour, that
will influence positively your mood and keep you energised and happy. The first dormitory
is a large one with a double bed. The second one is a single one bedroom, perfect for
children, teenagers and students, due to a desk and bookshelf, which makes it a perfect
place to learn.

This place has one bathroom, which will provide all your needs and will guarantee a
privacy and intimacy.

It is a perfect place to stay during all the seasons, due to a split air conditioning and a
heating in all rooms. This apartment will provide you also an internet access, and the
building will take care of your comfort due to an elevator.

Localised in Bonavista street this flat will guarantee you a city life adventures. It is
situated just next to Diagonal street (one of the main roads in Barcelona), and Paseo de
Gracia, which is the most beautiful avenue, famous for luxurious boutiques and great
cafeterias and restaurants. Here you will be amazed by most know buildings of Gaudi,
such as Casa Mila and Casa Batllo. It is also within walking distance to Plaza Catalunya and
Plaza Universidad, where you can enjoy a nightlife and find a bars, pubs and clubs.

This spot has also great communication with rest of city. Just next to it you will find metro
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Diagonal and variety of bus lines. Nearby you will find also a Provença station, which will
offer you different metro lines and trains.

The minimum stay in the apartment is 11 months, what make sit a great opportunity for
students, who would like to share a flat, but also small families will find themselves very
well. Price is 1200€ a month + 20€ for a weekly/ biweekly 2 hour clean + 120€ for the
final clean. Bills are not included in the price.

This cosy furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent in Gracia you will not make you feel like
a stranger or guest. Find it on your own!

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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